The Best of Enemies

GALA MIDNIGHT PREVIEW
ODEON LEICESTER SQUARE
SATURDAY, 2nd DECEMBER, 1961
“The Best of Enemies”

CAST

Major Richardson . . . DAVID NIVEN
Captain Blasi . . . ALBERTO SORDI
Burke . . . MICHAEL WILDING
Major Fornari . . . AMEDEO NAZZARI
Capt. Rootes . . . HARRY ANDREWS
Bernasconi . . . DAVID OPATOSHU
Sergeant Todini . . . ALDO GIUFFRE
Soldier Moccaia . . . TIBERIO MITRI
Lt. Tomlinson . KENNETH FORTESCUE
Sergeant Trevethan . DUNCAN MACRAE
Lt. Hilary . . . NOEL HARRISON
Private Slinger . . ROBERT DESMOND
Col. Brownlow . MICHAEL TRUBSHAWE
Tanner . . . BERNARD CRIBBINS
Prefect . . . RONALD FRASER
 Corporal Bortolin PIETRO MARESCALCHI
Lieut. Del Pra . ALESSANDRO NINCHI
Sergeant Spadoni . GIUSEPPE FAZIO
Matrone . . . BRUNO CATTANEO
Guddu . . . LUIGI BRACALE
1st Sentry . . . IGNAZIO DOLCI

THE TECHNICIANS

From a story by Luciano Vincenzoni; Adapted by Age—Scarpelli and Subo Cecchi D’Amico; Screenplay by Jack Pulman; Director of Photography Giuseppe Rotunno; Art Director Mario Garbuglia; Music by Nino Rota; Music Copyright “Edizional Musicali Dino—Roma”; Editor Burt Bates; Dialogue Director Manuel Del Campo; Set Decorator Giorgio Hermann; Costumes Ezio Frigerio, Dario Cecchi; Assistant Producer Ralph B. Serpe; Assistant Directors Mario Maffei, Yoel Silberg; Production Managers Bruno Tolusso, Lazare Blanco; Sound Piero Cavazzuti; Bruno Brunacci; Westrex Recording System; Associate Producer Luigi Luraschi; Produced by Dino De Laurentiis; Directed by Guy Hamilton; A Columbia Picture released through BLC Films Ltd. Technicolor • Technirama
GALA MIDNIGHT PREVIEW
ODEON LEICESTER SQUARE

General Manager—Peter Hall

PROGRAMME

Gerald Shaw at the Theatre Organ

Preview of
DAVID NIVEN : ALBERTO SORDI

in
"THE BEST OF ENEMIES"

FROM THE STAGE:
PETER SELLERS will introduce
ALBERTO SORDI : HARRY ANDREWS
BERNARD CRIBBINS : RONALD FRASER
DUNCAN MACRAE : NOEL HARRISON
MICHAEL TRUBSHAWE AND
KENNETH FORTECUE

THE QUEEN